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Remember Me? Welcome to the ultimate BMW X3 community. Anyone have any experience with
these? Basically plug and play replacement of existing nav screen. Touch screen enabled and
still use your existing idrive controller and apps. Appreciate 0. More info: Quote:. Private First
Class. Ive been tossing around the idea of one of these for a while. Any review yet? And
displays all vehicle info? Enlisted Member. Ah yes, another made in China display. These don't
work. Love it. Best thing I did for my X3. Wish BMW would use it. Have all the I-Drive stuff and
now a full Android unit as well. It is cheaper than the unit you list. Originally Posted by Ylinen.
I'd like to know if you need to use the AUX port in the arm rest to get audio on the F Evidently,
some do not require that connection where audio is natively sent to the head unit. Originally
Posted by MetaX. Appreciate 1. MetaX I use Waze for navigation. I do not use the aux port in the
arm rest. Just connected the included wiring harness and moved the fiber optic cables. Get
either the car i-drive audio and the android unit audio at the same time if I want. Radio and then
waze announcements. This is the best upgrade I have done for my X3. I had one of these on my
e46 m3, it was ok, screen wouldnt get bright enough and i had an issue with bluetooth skipping.
I see a ton of cheap ones on ebay. If i didn't post sold then it's still available!! All times are GMT
The time now is PM. Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Appreciate 0 Tweet. Find More Posts by
vestaviascott. It has the same plug and harness as factory head unit, totally plug and play. Find
More Posts by Merlin Find More Posts by bit. Find More Posts by x3sm. Find More Posts by
najnad. Find More Posts by ornithology. Find More Posts by Riick. Find More Posts by Ylinen.
Find More Posts by MetaX. Appreciate 1 MetaX Find More Posts by thatg. Posting Rules. The
top rated GPS navigation devices provide the quickest routes and clearest directions, helping to
avoid traffic hotspots, accidents, and construction work, and guiding you towards the traffic
lanes that you need to be in. They also usually come with a multitude of points of interest
preloaded, including gas stations, hotels and restaurants, along with other places that you
might like to visit, such as malls, parks and museums. While all car navigation systems are
designed primarily to get you from A to B in as fast a time as possible, many come with features
aimed at making your life behind the wheel as easy and enjoyable as possible. With a
feature-heavy car navigation GPS you can expect to find voice activated navigation, smartphone
connectivity, and hands-free calling and texting, all with the aim of enhancing your driving
experience. Of course, some people will simply want their route mapped out in easy-to-follow
instructions, and there are many straightforward car navigation systems in the market today
that will do just that, and little else. Whatever your priorities, this guide to the best car
navigation systems should include a GPS device to suit you. Screen size: 6. The navigation
system is deep, up-to-date and responsive, and is perfectly complemented by its simple and
easy to use interface. The TomTom GO is where to look if you like your car navigation system
laden with features. If your vehicle is a little behind the time, the TomTom GO will bring it bang
up to date. It costs a little more than some car navigation systems that you can find, but few
others include the range of premium driving aids and in-car options that you get here. The Rand
McNally OverDryve 7 Pro is one of the largest car navigation systems on the market, and also
one of the most versatile. This car GPS device is great for both short drives to work or for
pleasure, or for the long cross country hauls made by truckers. It has a robust, and up to date
library of maps that will streamline your travel time, and includes 10 million points of interest to
help your navigation and highlight time-out options when you need them. All of the usual
navigation aids are present, such as live traffic alerts, lane guidance, and speed notifications,
but where the OverDryve 7 Pro really comes into its own is with the extras that it provides. The
Garmin Drive 52 is ideal if you want a straightforward car navigation system to simplify your
journeys. Everything about the Garmin Drive 52 screams simplicity, from installing and setting
up the device to programming it with where you wish to go. All the navigation essentials are
right there, such as speed and bend alerts, and traffic data to steer you clear of disruption up
ahead. And so you absolutely know where to turn, the instructions refer to streets, shops and
other landmarks that are nearby. Screen size: 5-inches Screen resolution: x Touchscreen type:
Resistive Pre-loaded maps: North America Built-in points of interest: 10 million Battery life: 3
hours. The TomTom VIA M is ideal if you want an affordable car navigation system with a little
something extra up its sleeve. Contact details of the various venues are also on hand, making it
easy to book yourself into a hotel or restaurant at short notice too. What the TomTom VIA M
also delivers is a good range of driving assistance features, including split screen views, lane
change advice and landmark recognition to help you identify where you need to turn. There may
be slightly better touchscreen tech available and clearer displays, but this helps preserve the
battery stamina to a hugely impressive three hours if you need to unplug. And it also helps to
keep the price of this excellent fuss-free car navigation system down as well. The AROVA GPS
Navigation system also has a generously sized 7-inch touchscreen and will provide map
updates and additional map downloads for over 40 other countries for free. As you might

expect, premium end car GPS functions such as live travel alerts, voice activation and
smartphone connectivity are absent. The two most important things we evaluated throughout
our testing were accuracy and ease of use. For the applied portion of our testing, we drove
around on a variety of roads â€” from small rural roads to busy city streets to the highway
during rush hour, some of which had heavy delays and big detours due to construction work.
We drove in familiar locales as well as areas we were unfamiliar with, noting whether the routes
provided by the devices were accurate and efficient. We also verified if 2D and 3D landmarks
â€” for the applicable devices â€” were accurately represented on the screen. We looked for car
navigation devices that gave clear directions with plenty of notice before a turn. We also looked
for clear on-screen visuals, updated traffic alerts and a variety of points of interest such as gas
stations, hotels, restaurants and stores. We also noted how easy it was to navigate the device
interface, along with how easy it was to input an address and start navigating. The best car
navigation systems were easy to set up and use, provided helpful instructions, and allowed for
extensive smartphone compatibility for enhanced one-touch navigation and entertainment.
Navigation The best GPS devices deliver detailed step by step directions, and will alert you as
to which lane you need to be in at any given time. Instructions will be delivered audibly, and on
the screen. Screen size The average screen size for car navigation systems is between 3 and 7
inches, measured diagonally across the screen just like a TV. While smaller devices can be
easily stored in your glovebox or a bag, devices with larger screens make it easier to see
instructions and other on-screen options. A larger screen is also better if your device allows for
split screen when approaching a junction or for other alerts. Screen resolution The best car
GPS screens have a resolution of at least x pixels, although GPS devices with higher
resolutions â€” such as those above x pixels â€” give you a crisper picture that is easier to view
at a glance. Touchscreen sensitivity Top-end GPS devices tend to have capacitive screens.
These are highly accurate and sensitive, and allow for pinch-to-zoom gestures, similar to a
smartphone. Such gestures are not possible on a resistive touchscreen, which are usually
found on lower priced or budget devices. These screens also typically have slower reaction
times, along with lower resolutions and a smaller capacity for brightness. However, resistive
screens do allow you to use any object to touch the screen, such as a stylus or a gloved finger.
Preloaded maps Every GPS navigation system in our comparison is preloaded with maps of the
United States, ready for use when you power on the device. Most also have built-in microSD
card slots to allow you to download and store maps of other countries. Map updates Look for a
car navigation system with free lifetime map updates to make sure the latest road layouts,
buildings and landmarks will show on your device. Updates may happen automatically in the
background or require a manual download. Most will last for at least an hour without charge, but
some will stay powered for up to six hours. Along with all the essential features, the very best
car navigation GPS systems have a myriad of other options designed to make your time behind
the wheel easier and more enjoyable. Traffic alert systems Roads are unpredictable, accidents
happen, roadworks breakout randomly, and sheep gather. Having a traffic alert system is a
good way of keeping up to date on the current road conditions, without having to find your
smartphone. Most smartphones now come with inbuilt GPS trackers and are capable of
providing an accurate navigation system. There are pros and cons to using either your
smartphone or a dedicated car navigation device to get around, but which is better for you will
depend on personal preference. By far, the biggest perk to using a dedicated GPS device is just
that â€” it is dedicated to the task of providing navigational assistance. Higher-end models offer
additional functionality, including 3D map rendering, speed limit notifications, speed trap alerts
and free regular map updates. Budget GPS devices can represent a decent option, but be aware
of smaller, non-responsive touchscreens, and muddy interfaces, which taken all together may
diminish your experience. The best car GPS devices allow for voice-activated navigation so you
can keep your eyes on the road, and they give you the option to pair your smartphone with it so
you can take a call without having to fumble for your phone in rush hour traffic. You can also
save offline versions of your map for these scenarios. Smartphone GPS apps â€” like Google
Maps and Apple Maps â€” offer comparable functionality to dedicated navigation units, and can
show on-screen maps, tell you what lane to be in and provide step-by-step navigation.
Smartphone navigation apps also allow you to download maps for offline use. However, there
are downsides to using your phone as your GPS. Reasons to Buy Large responsive touch
screen. Reasons to Avoid Battery life limited. TomTom GO A feature-packed car navigation
system with intelligence. Reasons to Buy Lifetime maps and alerts. Reasons to Avoid
Expensive. Read the full TomTom GO review. Reasons to Buy Large, high res screen. Reasons
to Avoid Device is bulky. Garmin Drive 52 The easiest car navigation system to set up and use.
Reasons to Buy Straightforward to use. Reasons to Avoid Low res screen. Read the full Garmin
Drive 52 review. Reasons to Buy 10 million points of interest. Reasons to Avoid Display can lack

responsiveness. Reasons to Buy Great value for money. Reasons to Avoid Light on features.
BMW decided to trim a little the Z4 when considering the second-generation. So, from a juvenile
rebellious soft-top roadster with questionable design, it became a manly-yet-sophisticated
sought-after rival for Mercedes-Benz SLK and Porsche Boxster. BMW Z4 â€” which is designed
by women, by the way â€” had its mid-life rejuvenation in and it managed to transform itself into
something even more desirable. The entry-level Z4 sDrive18i makes use of the hp 2. As almost
any BMW, Z4 has rear-wheel-drive motricity, optimized by an electronically locked differential.
The revised suspension helps you get over bumpy roads with more gracefulness while
diminishing the body roll on twisty ones. Compared to the generation before, it's more mature.
As for the power runs, the Driving Experience Control DEC will make the steering heavier, the
suspension stiffer and the throttle pedal more sensitive. The car feels so composed and
predictable -- you'll hardly get any attention from the electronic assists. The cockpit is another
proof that Z4 evolved to a more fastidious clientele -- it's roomier, quieter, and more carved. If
you choose the sportiest sDrive35is version, you'll get sports seats as standard -- that provides
sufficient levels of side support. Otherwise, the standard seats are a welcomed feature if you
want to cover in the most comfortable way long distances in your Bavarian roadster. The
hardtop might be a bit of an overkill for the purists lightweight, bro , but it proves to be a more
mature approach when it comes to cabin wind noises. The soundproofing is great, letting you
hear the hum of the inline-six engine. The roof hides in the boot on a push of a button, in no
more than 20 seconds, and the wind deflector between the headrests is doing a proper job
keeping the air calm in the cabin. The built quality in the cabin reflects the Bavarian spirit -well-fit panels, upmarket materials, posh feeling. BMW's engineers challenged themselves to
keep the squeaks, rattles and the vibration at a minimum -- phenomena often related to open
tops -- and, well, they did a great job. The poshness is reflected in the engine choice: the more
powerful and bigger, the more equipment given as standard. And if you opt for leather seats
with SunReflective Technology, you are assured that your leather will not reach boiling
temperatures, even when abandoning it in direct sunlight. You're looking at a roadster, so we're
guessing you're not expecting miracles here. The already small liter boot enters the shoebox
category when the hard top is hidden there, shrinking to just liters. That might create challenges
even when it comes to weekend trips. But the lack of storage space compensates with the plus
of cabin comfort when the roof is up. You'll have to turn to the options list to augment the iDrive
infotainment system. So voice command, Professional sat-nav, and Hi-Fi surround -- it's all
there, one ticked option box away. The turbocharging technology is nonetheless improving the
fuel consumption -- the entry-level sDrive18i manages as much as That is not bad at all,
considering you're driving a playboy-appealing roadster with more-than-decent driving abilities,
right? As you progress through the engines, the fuel efficiency drops slightly, the most
powerful version sDrive35is demanding 26 mpg in the best case scenario. For 18i and 20i
versions, the equipment suite includes, along the previously mentioned safety and infotainment
features, 17" alloy wheels with run flat tires, Xenon headlights, Driving Experience Control,
multi-function leather-covered steering wheel, DAB digital radio, fabric seats, front and rear
ventilated discs, air conditioning, and a metallic roof that opens the sky in 20 seconds. Among
the most useful extras to fit in your Z4 are the wind deflector and parking sensors. Be sure to
check them, you won't regret a bit. If you want a grown up roadster to cope with most of the
roadster-type situations, then the Z4 is one good alternative to Mercedes-Benz SLK. In the same
arena also sits Porsche Boxster, for those who prioritize the sportiness. Home Car Reviews.
BMW Z4 E89 on : review, problems and specs. Drive Interior Budget Specs. Handling As almost
any BMW, Z4 has rear-wheel-drive motricity, optimized by an electronically locked differential.
Comfort The cockpit is another proof that Z4 evolved to a more fastidious clientele -- it's
roomier, quieter, and more carved. Quality The built quality in the cabin reflects the Bavarian
spirit -- well-fit panels, upmarket materials, posh feeling. Practicality You're looking at a
roadster, so we're guessing you're not expecting miracles here. Infotainment You'll have to turn
to the options list to augment the iDrive infotainment system. Efficiency The turbocharging
technology is nonetheless improving the fuel consumption -- the entry-level sDrive18i manages
as much as Acquisition If you want a grown up roadster to cope with most of the roadster-type
situations, then the Z4 is one good alternative to Mercedes-Benz SLK. Click on a model to learn
more about it. Tags Review BMW bmw z4 review bmw z4 specs bmw z4 problems roadster
problems specs z4 bmw z4 e Andrei Stirbu. February 3rd at am February 3, July 15, By
continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Read more. I Agree. Read
our policy about the usage of your personal data. We might use these data for serving you more
relevant personalized ads. Do you agree? You can change your mind anytime in the Privacy
Policy page. Updated October 16, by Luke Mitchell. This wiki has been updated 18 times since it
was first published in December of Car stereos have come a long way since the advent of

tablets and smartphones, and these Android-based automotive head units provide you with the
kind of functionality that used to be available only in luxury vehicles. You can enjoy onboard
navigation, entertainment, and hands-free calling with the easy-to-install options on our list,
which all conform to the DIN standard. When users buy our independently chosen editorial
picks, we may earn commissions to help fund the Wiki. If you'd like to contribute your own
research to the Wiki, please get started by reviewing this introductory video. When users buy
our independently chosen editorial selections, we may earn commissions to help fund the Wiki.
In addition to version 9. This kit includes a 7-inch universal head unit, but it is also offered as a
Aside from its processor, it boasts 4 gigabytes of ram and 64 gigabytes of onboard storage for a
smooth user experience. October 13, We have made three changes to our ranking in this latest
update, starting with our replacing the Pumpkin While this model is less imposing, it is just as
rich in features, which include GPS navigation, hands-free calling, and a capacitive touchscreen
display. This is partly because nowadays, people favor streaming and digital drives over CD and
DVD players, and many of the models in our ranking even offer wireless mobile screen
mirroring via Bluetooth, making this feature seem even more obsolete. Its replacement has
sleek looks with a flush capacitive front panel and a high definition display. Finally, we added
the Yody Octa Core , with its large In doing so, it greatly improves upon the limitations of
single-DIN stereos, with digital signal processing and hands-free calling, plus 32 gigabytes of
ROM, allowing the installation of many Android apps, and 4 gigabytes of RAM to ensure they
run smoothly. August 27, There are a few things that most of these units have in common. They
all have some form of Bluetooth and they should all pair easily with Android phones, though
iOS devices may have some difficulty. Also, they all hover around the or watt level per output
channel. You'll notice that a lot of our selections are in the double-DIN format, which is
increasingly popular for vehicles these days. And for the most part, they all have microSD card
and USB drive support, though that support can come in very different sizes. A handful,
including our top pick, have dedicated subwoofer outputs. In fact, the Eonon GA is one of the
most well-designed models in part because of its comprehensive connectivity -- while its wire
harness does look pretty complex, it offers near-complete integration with modern cars'
electrical systems, including braking and reverse notification and OBD-II sensor support. We
also like the ones that, like the Atoto A6 , TDyjwell 13, and Corehan JD-AN , have actual physical
buttons to press, because when you're driving, real buttons are more consistent and safer than
exclusively touch-enabled controls. And you might want to consider the Lexxson if you have a
bunch of CDs laying around, because popping them into its built-in optical disc player is easier
and results in better-quality sound than converting them all to MP3s. Also be on the lookout for
those with support for dash cams and backup cameras , which are quickly becoming cheaper
and more widespread. Its output is rated at 50 watts RMS per each of its four channels, and its
universally-sized frame fits most double-DIN vehicles. Nonetheless, it's an excellent choice for
those with shallow dashboards who want plenty of real estate for selecting tunes and reading
maps. Features include a backup camera input, 18 FM radio presets, GPS navigation with
Google Maps and a speedometer, and p high definition video playback. Feature-wise, it is one of
the best value models you'll find at this price point, and it's backed by a 1-year warranty. It
comes in at a reasonable price and even includes a rear-view camera and an external
microphone for making calls while driving. Access to the Google Play Store lets you expand its
functionality by downloading a wide variety of apps. It had a blocky design, a physical
keyboard, dedicated calling and navigational buttons, and didn't feature a touchscreen. Long
before Android ever existed, there was a small mobile software company named Danger.
Danger was founded by former Apple designer Andy Rubin. While most of Danger's products
never became a huge hit on the mainstream market, the company did develop the Hiptop in , an
extremely popular phone sold by T-Mobile that had a landscape keyboard and integrated web
browsing, messaging, and e-mailing built into the interface. The Hiptop eventually evolved into
the T-Mobile Sidekick, which was sold continually until Not long after the development of the
Hiptop, Danger's board of directors made the decision to replace Rubin, a decision that had a
drastic impact on the smartphone world as we know it today. After leaving Danger, Rubin
formed a new company called Android Inc. For the first two years, Rubin funded the company
almost completely from his own pocket, but that was soon to change. In , Microsoft and
Blackberry were busy developing and marketing their own versions of a smartphone, and
Google, which found itself with a large surplus of cash and was buying up a large number of
start-up companies, needed to find a product that could compete. They wanted more phones
with Google built-in as the default search engine. Rubin recognized the need and pitched them
Android's open source software. Producing an open platform that all developers could work on
and integrate into their devices was the perfect way for Google to accomplish their goals.
Created in , the first prototype phone to use Android was the HTC Sooner , though it never

made it to the consumer market. It was created as collaboration between Android, Google, and
T-Mobile. In , however, while the Sooner was still in testing phase, Apple released the first
iPhone, a full touchscreen device that revolutionized what a smartphone could be. In
comparison, the Sooner handset looked extremely dated. Rubin realized that it couldn't
compete with the iPhone's sleek and modern build. After going back to the drawing board for
another year, the T-Mobile G1 also known as the HTC Dream was released as the world's first
Android smartphone. It was a touchscreen-focused device that Rubin felt could hold its own
against the increasingly popular iPhone. The G1 was a huge hit. By combining modern
touchscreen functionality with a familiar physical QWERTY keyboard, the handset became
popular with a range of demographics. After a successful proof of concept and with Google
providing a free open source mobile platform to base them on, companies like Motorola and
Samsung quickly started designing their own handsets to enter the consumer market. The
Android phenomenon had started. With the success of Android phones and the concept of the
Internet of Things gaining momentum for more than a decade, it was inevitable that Android
wouldn't stay put for long. It was followed quickly by the Motorola Xoom, released in February
of , and the larger Galaxy Tab Because Android is an open source platform, a number of
companies produce devices that use it, which results in phones and tablets becoming obsolete
quickly. Thankfully, there are a number of services solely dedicated to helping you sell your
Android device. Over the next few years, the Android operating system exploded onto a number
of other devices. Over this time, we saw the release of Android TVs, TV boxes car stereos,
wearables, cameras, projectors , and more. It quickly left behind the status of a mere mobile
operating system and became an everything operating system. It seemed there was no device
into which Android couldn't be incorporated. These devices included touchscreens, built-in
GPS and Wi-Fi functionality, e-mail, social networking, and more. They were essentially what
you would expect to find if a smartphone mated with a digital camera. Android has entered our
automobiles in two different formats. It first appeared in in Clarion's Mirage car stereo. It
featured a 6. In mid, Android Auto, was announced, an operating system that resides on your
smartphone, but is designed to be plugged into a car's infotainment system. The output shows
on, and can be controlled via, the car's display. Also in , Android Wear, an operating system
designed solely for wearables was announced. Wearables are one of the few portable device
areas where Android hit the market before Apple. Once again, Samsung led the charge, this
time with the release of the Galaxy Gear. Soon LG and Motorola followed with their own
Android-based watches. Android even found it's way into some unexpected areas, like
refrigerators with built-in touchscreen displays that can order food or create shopping lists, and
washing machines that can send alerts to your smartphone with the status of your laundry.
Many new cars are shipping with Android Auto already integrated into their audio systems, but
not all of us have the luxury of being able to run out and buy a brand spanking new vehicle just
to have the latest technology. Luckily, we don't have to. Instead we can purchase one of these
relatively affordable Android car stereos. There are many features that come standard in pretty
much every model, like a touchscreen and Bluetooth connectivity, but there are also a number
of other features that tend to be a little more optional, meaning some models may include them
and some may not. It is important to look at the specifications and functionality of any stereo to
ensure it meets your needs. One of the most integral aspects of any Android car stereo is the
screen. This is how the majority of your interaction with the device will take place. Ideally, one
should look for a model that has a screen in the 6 to 7-inch range. Anything smaller may be
difficult to see and control. The larger the lettering on the screen, the less time you will have to
look at it to read everything, so it will be safer, too. Those with a large CD library should keep an
eye out for a stereo that has a built-in CD player. Many models actually don't come with one, so
keep this in mind. If you already have, or are planning to add, a backup or dash cam, it is
important to choose a model that offers remote camera support. If your car has controls on the
steering wheel, you'll want to purchase a model that supports these. Otherwise, you may be left
with useless buttons on your wheel that no longer control anything. The same can be said for
those with headrest monitors. If you have headrest monitors, make sure to check if the device
you are considering is capable of controlling them. Just because you have an iPhone doesn't
mean that you are out of luck if you want an Android car stereo. Many models are capable of
connecting to iOS, though the functionality may be more limited than what you could do if you
paired them with an Android device. Other features to consider when making a purchase are
connectivity options USB and AUX inputs , whether or not it has built-in GPS and HD radio
capabilities, and what size external memory cards it can support. Some can also be used to
create a Wi-Fi hotspot in your car. Having grown weary of working in office environments,
music graduate Luke decided to trade the dismal skies of southern England for the far more
agreeable climate of south Asia. Prior to writing for Ezvid Wiki, he established a small agency

providing websites for clients all over the world. This enabled him to travel extensively, living
for prolonged periods in a number of interesting countries and experiencing several different
cultures along the way. When not playing or writing music, Luke likes to ride his motorcycle in
far-flung regions where the air is thin and the roads are dusty. His areas of expertise are largely
gleaned from his nomadic lifestyle and include travel, computers, automotive goods and
accessories, musical instruments and gear, and boats. Ezvid Wiki Reviews Automotive. The 10
Best Android Car Stereos. Eonon GA Screen mirroring Obd-ii scanner interface Rear-view
camera link. The latest operating system Bluetooth version 5 7-inch multitouch display. Atoto
A6. High-quality ips panel Wide viewing angle Bluetooth aptx codec. Editor's Notes October 13,
We have made three changes to our ranking in this latest update, starting with our replacing the
Pumpkin Pumpkin AAB. Google maps is built in Front and rear camera inputs Can accept sd
cards. Ugar EX9-L. Works with steering wheel controls Includes a gigabyte microsd card
Minimal onboard memory. Yody Octa Core. Navigation works online and offline View apps in
split-screen mode Some streaming services don't work. Binize 7 Inch. Capacitive touchscreen
Bluetooth connectivity Internal microphone lacks clarity. TDYJwell Built in video player Display
has xpixel resolution Equalizer offers few options. EinCar AN Corehan JD-AN Optional dvd
player available Doesn't use the newest software Only 2 gigabytes of ram. How Android Came
To Be It had a blocky design, a physical keyboard,
2007 hyundai elantra alternator
s90 yamaha
2006 mazda 3 fuse box
dedicated calling and navigational buttons, and didn't feature a touchscreen. Related Wikis.
Last updated on October 16, by Luke Mitchell Having grown weary of working in office
environments, music graduate Luke decided to trade the dismal skies of southern England for
the far more agreeable climate of south Asia. Thanks for reading the fine print. About the Wiki:
We don't accept sponsorships, free goods, samples, promotional products, or other benefits
from any of the product brands featured on this page, except in cases where those brands are
manufactured by the retailer to which we are linking. For more information on our rankings,
please read about us, linked below. The Wiki is a participant in associate programs from
Amazon, Walmart, Ebay, Target, and others, and may earn advertising fees when you use our
links to these websites. If you believe that your product should be included in this review, you
may contact us, but we cannot guarantee a response, even if you send us flowers.

